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Dear Parents,    Welcome back and welcome to the new year of 2017!  We hope that you 

had a relaxing vacation filled with much laughter and new memories!   Thank you to those 

of you who donated to the lower cape outreach toy boxes or Donation boxes located in our 

hall way, every little bit helps!    

This first week back we will be talking all about HATS…What their purpose is, who wears 

them and why!  Next we will learn about what local animals do in the winter.  Whether they 

stay here and settle in or migrate.  We will discuss what animals actually hibernate and 

who remains active outside.  We will see what animals and people need to keep them warm 

and healthy in the winter!  

 Following these two weeks we will cover daytime vs. the nighttime. Who works during the 

nighttime? What happens while we are sleeping, that our bodies need sleep to function, 

What special routines we have before bed.  Etc.. 

We will have 2 special Pajama days where your child can wear his/her pajamas to school all 

day!  We will even have waffles and juice for a breakfast treat! 

Here are some of the skills we will be working on This Month: 

Fine Motor Skills- cutting, drawing, weaving and tracing! 

 Gross Motor-  movement songs, rhythm games, animal movement activities, practicing 

hopping on two feet and then one.. balance etc..  

Language Skills- Learning new vocabulary words describing day and night, directional 

words, speaking in complete sentences, using new words to describe our feelings. 



Social/Emotional-  How our social routines around sleeping and waking are similar or 

different, What items we might use to self sooth in order to sleep, sharing favorite winter 

activities, favorite stories or breakfast meals! 

Math-counting, ordering, classifying using size and shades of color. Differentiating 

between all sorts of animal tracks, counting stars in the night sky.  Counting Hats, ordering 

penguin parts.  

 Science-properties of magnets.. repelling vs attracting, discovering animal tracks, putting 

some food out on the nature trail observing what happens to it over time, exploring 

blubber gloves and what animals need to keep warm,  thinking about warmth and cold and 

what the sun and moon are for?   

At home take a moment at night to really look at the stars with your child….. 

See if you can find the Big dipper or Orion’s belt!   

 Enjoy the coming month and don’t forget to check the Learning Garden Parent’s group 

Page on Face Book for other events! 

Here is to a great new year !  Mrs. Schneider, Mrs. Donlon, and Mrs. Amerault  

 

 

 

 


